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Journey,
Blank

Canvas

Every journey is unique  
& reflects a little bit of you.

On your style journey we’ll help you choose 
between 4 overarching themes of Classic, 

Resort, Contemporary and Designer. Within 
each of those 4 themes there are 9 styles to give 

you a quick snapshot of what works for you.

Only you know the answer to this, 
or perhaps you’re still not sure? 

We are here to help. 

We believe your home is the ultimate way to express 
yourself and everyone is different. Your style can be 

measured by the colour of the walls or new carpet, or 
it can be an expression of what’s important to you, 

such as your background, family, culture...  
even the places you have seen and captured in 

photos, or treasures you have collected in your travels.

Still a little unsure? 

We can help guide you in the right direction with  
our simple & insightful interactive quiz.

Take the Style Quiz today:

Y O U R

Y O U R
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Style
inspiration

Building a new home gives you the opportunity  
to have everything the way you want it in a style  

that suits without compromise.

The qualified interior designers at our World of 
Style showroom can help you recognise if your 

overall theme preference is classic, contemporary, 
designer or resort, which you can then personalise 
in your own distinctive way. But to really get a feel 

for it, there is nothing quite like walking through 
an actual home as it gives you the ability to fully 
immerse yourself in the look and feel before you 

make your final interior design decisions.

Porter Davis display homes elegantly showcase 
some of the 36 different World of Style styles and 
we recommend that you take the time to visit, walk 
around, sit down and take in all the elements and 
surrounds that go into creating the varied styles. 

On the following pages are some examples 
of inspirational images of our amazing 

displays where you will be sure to find an 
overall theme that speaks to you.

W H I C H

F I T S

T H E M E

Y O U ?
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Explore this display 

Scen here to visit  
porterdavis.com.au  
for more inspiration.
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Colour Your Dreams Porter Davis x Coco Republic

Porter Davis  
x Coco Republic

In celebration of our 10 year collaboration with renowned design house, Coco Republic, 
we joined forces once again to design and style the Longbeach Astor Grange home. 

A modern, elevated masterpiece that feels welcoming, lived-in and loved. 

Known for their commitment to impeccable design, style and quality, Coco 
Republic Interior Design drew inspiration from Mother Nature, with earthy tones 

and organic textures introduced through design elements and materiality.

Textured v-groove panelling 
and ‘Wilderness’ toned 
cabinetry create a strong, 
striking and sophisticated 
kitchen design.

Soft grey marble stone 
benchtops luxuriously 
compliment the 
natural timber.

Black hardware and tapware 
bring a level of refined 
detailing to the space.

French Oak flooring brings 
a beautiful flow to the 
ground floor of the home.

Shown in  The Astor Grange 54 Longbeach

Olive-green feature tiles bring 
an earthy, grounded mood to the 
bathrooms, with gunmetal hardware 
complementing the design.

Feature lighting above a 
freestanding bathtub creates an 
exquisite, functional space.

A classically designed side table 
creates a timeless interior.

Soft grey marble stone flooring and 
feature walls brings the design to life.
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Colour Your Dreams

T H E M E

Ready for a fresh take on classic interior design? Structured 
and balanced, our classic style is rich in texture and finishes 
with colour palettes inspired by nature. It’s where symmetry 

meets order and lovers of this classically driven look can enjoy 
a home filled with perfectly balanced design elements.

Classic

S T Y L E S

Hamptons Vineyard

Long Island

Hamptons

Paris

Hyde Park

Florence

Barcelona

Lake Como

Manhattan
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Welcome to a world of ornate details,  
antique pieces and luxurious textiles 
set against the backdrop of 

Sophistication & simplicity. 

Effortlessly understated, our classic 
theme stands the test of time.

Where style and tradition intersect, 
our classic interior theme is designed 
for lovers of timeless design and 
perfect simplicity. Inspired by Ancient 
Greece and Rome, classicism draws 
on balance and symmetry as a thing 
of beauty. Its essence lies in clean 
lines and shapes that emphasise a 
home’s natural architectural details.

But how do you ensure a classically 
styled home doesn’t feel dated? The 
Porter Davis classic theme goes one 
step further offering classical style 
with a modern day twist. You’ll find 
furniture inspired by 18th Century Europe 
contrasted with modern details to 
keep everything looking fresh. There's 
no place for trends here and colours, 
finishes, furniture and décor reflect 
timelessness without relying on a certain 
era or trend to dominate. Style from the 
past creates new ideas for the future, 
and when a room is filled with pieces 
from yesterday, today and tomorrow, it 
makes for one uniquely stunning home.

Within our Classic theme, you’ll find 
nine interior styles inspired by stunning 
destinations all over the world, each 
with their own take on classic interior 
design. From the beautiful coast to the 
vibrant city, our New York-inspired styles 
of The Hamptons, Hamptons Vineyard, 
Long Island and Manhattan share a 
classic colour palette of fresh whites 
and greys with rich timber elements. 

Our Long Island style was born from 
the idea of families living minutes from 
the beach. With a laid-back lifestyle 
in a luxurious community, it’s a home 
that requires quality materials that can 
withstand the sand and surf brought 
home by little feet. You’ll find natural 
oak timbers mixed with hardy linen 
window treatments that pay homage 
to classic design. Cabinetry features 
timeless, gentle blues and greys which 
help ground the space and give the 
home a sense of history. Touches of 
black in window frames and door 
handles are the modern elements that 
today’s families will fall in love with, 
taking classic design to new heights.

Our European-inspired classic styles 
are just as timeless as the next. Our 
Paris design features a blend of 
classically ornate furniture while natural 
stonework is a stand out element in our 
Barcelona style. Brushed brass details 
and traditional architecture define 
our Florence style and you’ll find the 
most opulent textured fabrics in our 
Lake Como design. Finally, refined 
mid to warm toned timbers make 
for the perfect finishing touch in our 
quintessentially British, Hyde Park style.

Discover the beauty and elegance 
of our Classic interior styles.

“Architecture should speak of its time and 
place, but yearn for timelessness.”

Frank Gehry
Architect

Explore Classic 

Scen here to visit  
porterdavis.com.au  

for more Classic  
theme inspiration.
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C L A S S I C
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Hamptons 
Nothing feels more luxurious than a summer in the Hamptons. East of New York 

City, this seaside escape is home to serene views, world class food and beachside 
mansions reserved for the affluent. Hamptons interior style however, is loved 
by all as one of the world’s most desirable looks. Featuring a mix of light oak 

timbers accented by white furniture, this style is casual and relaxed yet high-end 
and sophisticated. It fits within our classic theme with hints of linen and natural 

materials together with rich textures for an air of elegance. A classic neutral colour 
palette paired with ornate skirting and cornices adds to the theme while elements 

of the coast are introduced through traditional stripes and rich blue tones.

Antique blue chairs 
with traditional 
button detailing offer 
symmetry and balance

Coffered ceilings add 
a sense of grandeur 

Ornate pendant 
lighting sets the scene

The staircase blends 
dark timber and 
white railings

A black fireplace 
creates a beautiful 
contrast against 
white details

Dark timber bedside 
tables invite a natural 
element into the space

Large table lamps create 
stunning focal points

A classically designed 
headboard in a deep, 
dark shade is the perfect 
mix of old and new

Floral patterns give 
a nod to classical 
design yet feel coastal 
in shades of blue

Dado wall panelling feels 
effortlessly Hamptons

A fresh white sofa offers 
clean and simple lines 
for a timeless look

Pops of inky blue add 
colour to the space

Monochromatic coastal and 
classic décor makes for the 
perfect finishing touch

S T Y L E  T I P S

Create balance with 
antique furniture against 
a crisp white wall

Bring together coastal 
and antique pieces to 
create a timeless space

Less is more. Steer away 
from busy patterns, 
shapes and spaces

Shown in The Astor Grange 54
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C L A S S I C

Hamptons Vineyard 
Inspired by Long Island’s picturesque wine region, where 

rolling valleys sit in harmony with the serene coastline, this look 
combines a fresh Hamptons colour palette of grey and white 

with earthy accents of sage, olive and merlot. Natural elements 
are embodied through stone cladding, mid-toned timber 

furniture and cabinetry, while herringbone detailing and pops 
of floral and plaid take their cues from a classic aesthetic. 

A striking pendant light 
creates an edgier look

Tonal prints give the room 
a sense of cohesion

Greenery brightens the 
space and brings it to life

A solid oak dining table beautifully 
contrasts against black details

Soft linen fabrics feel stylishly understated

Unique décor invites vineyard-inspired sage and olive tones into the space

Floral and plaid patterned cushions showcase classic design

Light timber flooring feels 
fresh against a white 
Hamptons colour palette

Artistically styled wine 
rack creates a vineyard 
feel through glass doorsShown in The Dunedin 29

Shown in The Hoffman 39

Shown in The Dunedin 29
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C L A S S I C Hamptons Vineyard Shown in The Hoffman 39

Antique bronze light fittings 
create a stunning feature

Soft blue herringbone tiles 
feel classic yet coastal

White shaker style cabinetry with nickel 
handles adds a touch of elegance

An oversized timber bench ties the 
Hamptons Vineyard theme together

Large windows create a 
sense of light and space

S T Y L E  T I P S

Keep a neutral palette with delicate 
hints of blue, sage and merlot

Contrast classic fixtures and fittings 
with coastal elements to build interest 

Profiled cabinetry doors are an elegant 
way to introduce classic design
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C L A S S I C

Lake Como 
With an understated elegance and a touch of exclusivity, the shores 
of Lake Como offer a natural paradise with all the glitz and glamour 
of Hollywood’s elite. And our style by the same name is no different. 

Inspired by the neoclassical villas of this lakeside town, timeless style 
is given a contemporary aesthetic with opulent textures, natural 

stone and rich timber flooring brought to life in the most luxurious 
way. Together with masculine undertones and accents of ocean blues, 

dusty sage and mixed greys, it’s sophisticated style at its best.

Matte black fittings and fixtures 
create a bold feel

Classic natural stone tiling elevates the 
colour palette of white and grey

A contemporary bathtub blends perfectly 
with the classic side table for timeless style

Soft sheers allow natural light to filter through

Shown in The Plaza Grange 51

Lush fabric dining chairs with traditional 
button detailing creates a sense of occasion

A marble dining table with dark timber 
accents embraces classic style

A black framed three-panel window 
creates a calming backdrop of nature
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C L A S S I C Lake Como 

Parquetry floors create an 
elegant entrance

Coffered ceilings add a classic 
element to the style

Box wall paneling brings another 
layer of sophistication

A large timber table perfectly 
compliments leather fabrics 

A cosy nook creates space 
to relax and unwind

Ornate, classically styled furniture with 
brass details feels blissfully high-end

Light timber allows the natural 
element to ground the space

Décor with accents of dusty sage creates 
a warm and inviting bedroom

A beautifully crafted brass chandelier 
makes an ornate statement

Sh
ow
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Shown in The Waldorf Grange 49

A soft pastel green wall brings a sense of calm

Lush velvet cushions are an elegant 
way to style this space

A matte black window frame gives 
a contemporary aesthetic

S T Y L E  T I P S

Mix contemporary and 
classic furniture for a modern 
twist on classic style

Classic wall panelling creates 
an elegant and timeless 
backdrop for furniture

Striking artwork wonderfully 
compliments the classic aesthetic 
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C L A S S I C
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Long Island 
This luxurious, beach-inspired style captures the allure of Long Island and the 
contemporary culture of Montauk. It’s where the city ends and coastal living 
begins and an interior of this nature sets the scene for a sophisticated beach 

retreat. Classic Hamptons style is elevated with an iconic American palette of 
white, soft greys and nautical blues. Weathered oak furniture and blackened 
timbers create contrast and when combined with classic style elements such 

as linen sofas, soft sheers and white shutters, it offers a distinctive look. 

Finger mosaic splashback tiling 
turns this space into a work of art

Touches of gold bring 
an air of opulence

Balck and white photography 
builds interest 

A white wicker coffee table 
creates a striking contrast 
with classic elements

Soft sheer curtains compliment a 
neutral palette allowing external 
foliage to enter the space

A grey and white palette 
is elevated with light blue 
furniture and a textured rug 
creating a sense of luxury

A statement chandelier 
feels timeless and 
emphasises classic style

Shown in The Sheraton Grange 54

Natural grey marble tiling feels 
as luxurious as can be

White wicker chairs paired with an oak 
timber table creates contrast and depth

A contemporary white timber roof 
allows soft light to fill the space

White boutique stacker doors 
embrace transitional living
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C L A S S I C Long Island Shown in The Sheraton Grange 54

Roman blinds create a soft layered look

Ornate brass details create an 
antique, old-world feel

Light blue cabinetry lifts a 
grey toned base palette

A freestanding bath makes for 
a luxurious way to relax

S T Y L E  T I P S

Weathered oaks and darker timber 
furniture offers a timeless look

Soft romans, sheers and shutters 
add a layer of sophistication

Complete this classic style with textured 
and glazed ceramics and indoor plants
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C L A S S I C
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Shown in The Mont Albert Grange 56

Paris
As charming and romantic as the city of love itself, Parisian style 
is beautifully ornate and elegant with a subtle softness. Classical 
furniture blends with soft linen fabrics and pastel colours of duck 

egg blue and lemon. Traditional artwork, antique pieces and 
ornate skirting celebrates the beauty of this historic french city. 

Classic architectural elements add decorative extravagance 
while hints of black create a bold and elevated feel. 

A rich blue velvet 
upholstered ottoman 
adds a touch of luxury

A base palette of 
soft grey and white 
defines classic style

A bold chandelier 
with black detail 
creates drama

Press stud detailing on 
luxurious fabrics

Pink hues and floral details 
create a soft, romantic feel

Soft sheer curtains filter light 
beautifully around the room

S T Y L E  T I P S

Blend classically ornate furniture 
with wrought iron elements

Decorate with Parisian 
themed artwork

Layer bed linen in soft colours
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C L A S S I C Paris Shown in The Mont Albert Grange 57

Light chevron timber flooring 
exudes elegance

Antique brass and ceramic 
décor fits within this style

Soft fabric dining chairs 
perfectly compliment the 
statement timber table

A rich dark timber staircase 
creates a striking contrast 
against fresh white walls

Box wall panelling builds 
architectural interest
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C L A S S I C

Styles

Manhattan
Here’s a lesson in modern sophistication. Our 

timeless Manhattan style oozes simplicity 
and elegance with an urban edge. Sleek and 

streamlined, you’ll find moody tones, luxe chrome 
details and beautifully crafted fabrics that 
give a contemporary nod to classic design.  

Hyde Park
In the heart of London and home to 

Kensington Palace, Hyde Park is in a class 
of its own. Inspired by the tradition and 

history of this royal icon, our Hyde Park style 
features detailed flooring, ornate fireplaces, 

luxurious drapery and marble accents. 

Florence
Enchanting and romantic, our Florence 

interior style evokes the history of Italy's 
cultural heart. Natural timbers, stone 

walls and warm materials with accents of 
olive and terracotta create a blend of old 
world ornate with modern Italian details. 

Barcelona
Rich in history and traditional in design, 

our Barcelona style is home to warm 
colour palettes, feature stonework, 
rustic flooring and timber furniture. 
With hints of yellow and red through 

beautiful décor, it embraces everything 
Spain's seaside city has to offer.
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T H E M E

Turn your home into a work of art with our artistically 
influenced designer style. For the talented and creative, this 

look offers concepts, ideas and styles taken straight from 
the fashion catwalks and design capitals of the world. 

S T Y L E S

Hamptons Art House

Miami Beach

Milan

Fifth Avenue

Chicago

London

Prague

Amsterdam 

Copenhagen

Designer

39 40
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A celebration of 
creativity, originality &

visionary thinking.

“A modernist seeks rigor and honesty 
beyond ‘form follows function’, 
creating spaces that transcend 

enclosure and become an art form.”

Lee F. Mindel
Architect

Elusive, distinct and fearlessly stylish, our designer 
theme is for the adventurous who live and breathe art, 
design and culture. Inspired by fashion catwalks and 
world-class designs, this theme centers around the idea 
of artisanry. Where what’s in vogue is brought to life 
through innovative interiors and of-the-moment colours. 

This truly unique theme defined by Porter Davis 
is the perfect fusion of contemporary and classic 
pieces intertwined with the history of design. From 
runway to room, you’ll find eclectic colour palettes 
and gallery inspired artworks together with daring 
furniture and finishes designed to make a statement.

With nine artistic styles within this theme, it’s hard 
not to be transfixed by their sophisticated aesthetic 
and charming character. But look a little deeper and 
you’ll discover that each one is a living art gallery 
of unique collectables and designer details. 

Our Hamptons Art House style offers a modern, 
designer take on the classic all-American Hamptons 
style. It’s all about texture and luxury surrounded 
by inspired pieces of art to ground the space. 
Beautiful architectural details balanced by earthy 
rose accents in wall colours and décor sets a 
sophisticated tone while monochromatic and 
marble mosaic tiling creates visual interest. Discover 
hints of black and bronze metals throughout for a 
designer style that isn’t afraid to break the rules.

Our Milan design is inspired by the italian city itself, a 
treasure trove of creativity and crowned the fashion 
capital of the world. With a vintage edge and luxurious 
jewel tones, it’s a style worthy of everyone’s attention. 
Discover a new kind of luxury with our Fifth Avenue 
style where stunning dark timber furniture combines 
with exquisite fabrics that are rich in detail. Historic 
Britain is elevated in our refined London style where 
contemporary and industrial undertones combine 
with pops of primary colours, décor and artwork. Our 
Copenhagen theme embraces mid century Danish 
design while our Miami Beach style is fun and quirky 
with a vintage art deco feel. You’ll get a lesson in 
eclectic excellence with our Amsterdam design 
while our Chicago style pays homage to the Jazz 
Era. Finally, the beautifully historic capital city of the 
Czech Republic inspired our Prague style with heritage 
details and weathered timber floors. Perfection.

Discover endless inspiration and boundless 
creativity with our Designer interior styles.

Our Designer theme delivers visually inspiring 
homes influenced by the world’s top fashion 
and design destinations. At long last, an 
interior theme for the true tastemaker. 

Explore Designer 

Scen here to visit  
porterdavis.com.au  

for more Designer  
theme inspiration.
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Fifth Avenue 
The ever so elegant and exclusive Upper East Side captures the essence 

of high end fashion, style and luxury. And our Fifth Avenue style is 
no different. Discover furniture and finishes of exquisite detail and 

sophistication. Where rich dark timbers intersect with opulent grey fabrics 
for a designer home like no other. Upholstered velvet bedheads with 

exceptional button detailing creates a lasting impression while black and 
white photography grounds the space. This is where style was born.

Modern oval mirrors create 
interest as contrasting shapes

Black accents are bold in design 
against a white marble splashback

A decorative ceramic vase 
adds a touch of class 

A modern chrome pendant light showcases 
the very best of designer style

Dark chocolate timber evokes 
warmth and richness

Matte black accents feel 
minimal and modern

Marble look floor-to-ceiling 
tiles add a touch of luxe

44
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Shown in The Sandford 47



S T Y L E  T I P S

Combine marble features with matte 
black accents for a modern twist

Stick to a base palette of white 
through to stone greys

Embrace accent colours of tiffany 
blue, midnight blue and plum

Luxurious blends of velvets 
compliment designer furniture

Luxurious fabrics and a 
white upholstered couch 
with press stud detailing 
brings elegance

Abstract artwork in 
black and white make 
a modern statement

Light grey sheers diffuse 
light for a gentle look

A contemporary fireplace 
creates a strong focal point

Velvet textures in shades of burgundy feel luxurious

White marble furniture with black accents defines this style 

46
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D E S I G N E R Fif th Avenue 
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Shown in The Madrid 42
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Copenhagen
Inspired by the city with a reputation for world-class design, our Copenhagen 

style heroes minimalism, simplicity and understated beauty. Reflective 
of nature, it evokes a sense of calm with organic, beautifully finished 

timbers and natural fabrics. Lovers of mid century Danish design will feel 
right at home with high quality ceramics and eclectic artwork contrasted 

against functional and beautiful furniture. Emphasising clean lines, this 
scandi-cool style will fill your home with an effortlessly modern feel. 

Clean lines and fresh timber 
cabinetry feels modern 
and brings warmth

A fresh white and grey 
colour palette combined 
with natural timber feels 
relaxed and contemporary

The finger mosaic tiled 
splashback exudes 
modern simplicity

Soft green wallpaper with 
gold detailing adds designer 
texture and interest

S T Y L E  T I P S :

Mid century style furniture epitomises 
this modern and elegant theme

Mix oak and walnut timbers together 
for a natural, designer look

Accents of smokey greens, dusty 
blues and amber bring this style to life

Brushed brass decor and details 
make a subtle statement

Mid century style outdoor furniture 
defines Copenhagen style

Accents of smokey greens, dusty blues 
and amber bring the space to life

A cosy fireplace offers easy 
and effortless style

A modern and artistically influenced 
ceiling fan alludes to the designer theme

48
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A neutral base palette with 
tones of green and amber 

create effortless style

Pair tan leather cushions 
with a soft linen couch for a 

subtle contemporary look

Brushed brass furniture 
details bring an 

element of class

5049
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Hamptons Art House
Blending heavenly Hamptons style with a luxurious designer feel, 
this is an iconic, all-American look reimagined. A monochromatic 

colour palette dominates, alongside accents of dusty blues, 
deep indigo and touches of rose that create subtle contrast. 
Softness is introduced through velvets, linens, silk woven rugs 

and delicate touches of embroidery. Gallery-inspired art pieces 
surround the space while brushed brass fixtures and marble 

mosaic tiling create a sophisticated mood. It’s elegance, elevated 
taking classic, coastal design to all new designer heights. 

A moulding panelled 
feature wall oozes elegance 
and luxury style

Gallery-inspired artwork 
and photography nods 
to the designer theme

Floral cushions and a deep 
blue throw combine to create a 
Hamptons-inspired bedroom

Monochromatic furniture and 
décor creates a visually appealing 

and sophisticated space

Marble and natural stone accents 
make a designer statement

The dark and daring timber island bench 
epitomises bold designer style

Dark timber flooring creates a beautiful 
contrast against fresh white cabinetry

A brass feature pendant light feels classical in design

Modern dining chairs inject a 
contemporary feel into the space

S T Y L E  T I P S

Timber furniture with 
classic detailing will help 
define the space

Pattern tiled flooring brings 
an extra touch of class to a 
Hamptons-style bathroom

Marble and natural stone 
features shine against bold 
black furniture and accents

51
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D E S I G N E R
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Shown in The Stradbroke 32

Shown in The Liverpool 25



Miami Beach 
Beyond the radiant sun, surf and sand, Miami is renowned 
for its world famous Art Deco architecture and the latest 

designer fashions. Trendsetters everywhere will fall in 
love with our fun and funky Miami Beach style. Not for 

the faint hearted, it’s where contemporary glam is given 
a vintage deco feel. Strong vibrant furniture and large 

extravagant artwork defines this style with a mix of bright 
hues, light timber, chrome features and quirky décor. 

Green feature mosaic 
tiles add colour and 
fun to the kitchen

Art deco style furniture features 
brass and walnut timber

A curved white textured sofa makes 
for a real statement retro piece 

The dado panelling to the feature 
wall helps frame the room

Quirky décor elements take 
you back in time

S T Y L E  T I P S

Don’t be afraid to mix pastels 
with vibrant pops of colour

Extravagant artwork will feel 
right at home in this style

Build interest with a mix of 
contemporary glam and 
vintage deco pieces

53 54
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Natural timber laminate and 
streamlined cabinetry gives this 
space a beachy Miami vibe

A natural white stone benchtop 
allows bold features to shine

Vintage dining chairs create 
strong vibrant colour

Ultra funky décor pieces and miami 
beach photography bring it all together

Vintage style pendant lighting 
offers a retro feel

5655
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D E S I G N E R Miami Beach 
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Milan
Straight from the fashion capital of the world; this impressive and 

eye-catching style is for those that believe your home should 
feel like a work of art. A Milan style home features stunning 
architectural elements, gallery-inspired artwork and deluxe 

furnishings with a vintage edge. Dark timbers blended with stone, 
grey and black fabrics create a strong base palette. Hints of 
yellow décor and rich wallpapers offer a real sense of luxury.

Rich parquetry timber 
flooring adds to the 
designer theme

Designer furniture 
features black accents 
for a modern feel

Mix leather chairs 
with fabric sofas 
for a unique look

Hints of yellow, 
charcoal and navy 
offer a vintage edge

Grey and yellow 
toned artwork hung 
in gallery style feels 
effortlessly designer

White stone benchtops and 
cabinets keep the kitchen 

feeling bright and airy

Matte black fixtures bring 
a designer element, mixing 
classic and modern design

Marble look flooring adds 
a contemporary feel

Herringbone splashback tiling creates 
a beautiful, eye-catching feature

Eclectic brass stools bring texture and 
colour to a white based palette

Create a sense of luxury with an 
ornate gold pendant light

S T Y L E  T I P S

Rich dark timber tones with 
gold accents are a match 
made in designer heaven

Combine textures for an 
artistic look including leather, 
velvet and fabric furniture

Add splashes of jewel 
tones through soft 
furnishings and decor
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Prague
With a rich architectural heritage, Prague 
is a city that will take your breath away. 

And so too will our Prague style inspired by 
the European gem. Warn timbers and dark 

stone finishes define this designer style..

London
Where high end luxury meets the industrial 
underground. Our London style offers an 

exciting mix of history and modernity. 
Discover a soft grey base palette with 

textured timber and bold pops of 
primary colours in décor and artwork. 

Chicago
Paying homage to the city's history with jazz 
clubs and art deco architecture, our Chicago 
style exudes this signature urban aesthetic. A 
sophisticated palette of soft greys, inky blues 

and charcoal create the perfect backdrop 
for mid century furniture, rich dark timbers, 

oversized artwork and statement feature walls.

Amsterdam
With a design scene like no other, Amsterdam is 
a creative city destined to inspire. Celebrating 

craftsmanship and natural materials, our 
Amsterdam style offers a unique blend of 

industrial style elements. Imagine an eclectic mix 
of furniture, large abstract artwork and concrete 

look floors paired with a neutral palette.
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Colour Your Dreams

T H E M E

Fancy a trip to the tropics? Choose a style from our Resort 
theme for your one-way ticket to holiday heaven. Taking 

inspiration from some of the world’s most beautiful resorts, 
this collection presents a wonderful blend of textured and 
patterned fabrics with coastal hues for easy, breezy living.

S T Y L E S

Hamptons Beach Club

Legian Bali

Maldives

Portsea Beach House

Palm Cove

Capri

Whitsundays

Malibu

Bahamas

Resort
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The dreamy beaches, the endless sunshine,  
the blissful feeling of tranquility in the air. 
There’s nothing more peaceful than a

Soul-soothing summer getaway. 

But why should it have to end? Design 
your own slice of paradise at home 
with our Resort interior theme.  

Drawing inspiration from the world's 
most luxurious beaches, our Resort 
theme effortlessly captures the beauty 
of nature and a never ending summer. 
Designed for lovers of laid-back living and 
coastal style, it’s a welcome invitation to 
recreate your dream holiday at home. 
One that’s designed with ocean hues and 
sun-soaked neutrals, raw materials and 
natural fabrics brought together with an 
abundance of sunshine and natural light. 

And while coastal design is embraced 
by many, the Porter Davis Resort theme 
offers a refreshing take underpinned by 
timelessness and simplicity. Forget trend-
led and cliched designs, our collection 
delivers a clean aesthetic with modernist 
lines, polished color palettes and raw, 
woven finishes surrounded by lush greenery. 
You’ll find bursts of summer hues, soothing 
patterns and touches of black challenging 
the traditional idea of this popular style.

The essence of a summer sanctuary relies 
on an open-plan design encouraging a 
sense of space and celebrates indoor-
outdoor living. It’s all about relaxation and 
comfort presented in the most luxurious 
way. And that’s exactly what you’ll find 
in each of our nine Resort styles. 

Less is most definitely more in our Palm Cove 
style. Taking inspiration from the natural 

wonders of Cairns’ northern beaches, it 
creates a space that allows the feeling of 
calm to wash over you as the day's stresses 
fade away. Retreat to a luxurious escape with 
contemporary wicker furniture surrounded by 
gentle pops of color and subtle hints of gold. 
Warm and muted greens are woven through 
accent tiling, cabinetry, washed wood 
grains and coastal flooring. It’s the ideal 
space to relax, recharge and rejuvenate. 

Anything but formal, our Legian Bali style is 
reminiscent of tropical villas exuding peace 
and serenity. You’ll find carved timber and 
stone with beautiful balinease furniture. 
Discover beachy bliss with a vintage feel in 
our Malibu style or level up the luxury with 
our Bahamas design featuring dark timber 
and contemporary touches. If you’ve always 
dreamt of a summer in the Hamptons, our 
Hamptons Beach Club style delivers a 
sophisticated seaside escape. Historic and 
cultural, our Capri design brings rustic charm 
while medium tone timber and hints of crystal 
sea blue define our Whitsundays style. 
White sand beaches and turquoise waters 
are brought to life in our Maldives design 
with rattan, timber and stone elements. 
And for the minimalists, our Portsea Beach 
House style combines designer and resort 
pieces for a truly modern, luxury abode. 

Explore the beautiful simplicity 
and coastal charm of our nature-
inspired Resort interior styles.

“Design is coming to grips with one’s 
real lifestyle, one’s real place in the 

world. Rooms should not be put together 
for show but to nourish one’s wellbeing.”

Albert Hadley
Interior Designer

Explore Resort 

Scen here to visit porterdavis.com.au  
for more Resort theme inspiration.
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A decorative coastal vase helps  
create the beach theme

Plenty of greenery helps to brighten the space

Cabinetry with dado panelling 
feels effortlessly Hamptons

Large windows allow an abundance 
of light to flood the room

Soft grey benchtop and splashback 
brings a touch of luxury

Dado panelling defines this 
sophisticated resort style

Large tropical plants bring life 
and colour to the space

Pops of yellow and blue 
throughout décor keep the 
room feeling fun and bright

Nature-inspired artwork in a timber 
frame brings this look together

Charming accents of blue 
through furniture and décor 
brings a sense of clam

Soft sheers diffuse 
natural light evenly

Light natural timber 
flooring feels coastal

Refined wicker pieces 
achieve a beachy aesthetic

Hamptons Beach Club
Coastal, luxurious, and as sophisticated as ever. Our Hamptons Beach 

Club style takes coastal design to charming new heights. Inspired by the 
exclusive beachside resorts on the east end of Long Island, this transitional 

style presents a base palette of fresh whites and light greys interspersed 
with bright pops of blue and yellow for a happy holiday home. Light 

natural timbers paired with wicker furniture create the feel of resort living 
while soft sheers and decadent feature lighting adds a touch of luxury. 
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Soft blue cabinetry and a white 
textured splashback

Beach photography decorates the 
walls for a fresh, holiday feel

Natural stone tiling

Wicker features introduce 
an element of the coast

Modern fireplace 
adds extra cosiness

Contemporary marble 
coffee table

Calming white colour 
palette with soft blue hues

Hamptons influenced 
white plantation shutters

S T Y L E  T I P S :

Allow a crisp white and soft grey 
interior palette to take centre stage 

Natural and organic textures in soft 
furnishings create a coastal vibe

Fill spaces with light natural 
timber and painted furniture 
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Bahamas
Embrace island living with an edge. Discover a coastal design that 
feels beautifully modern and luxuriously chic. A natural harmony 

of light and shade characterises our Bahamas style with dark 
timbers and matte black accents contrasted with off-whites and 

soft linens. It creates the feeling of a cool and contemporary luxury 
resort with a space surrounded by lush tropical greenery, natural 

stone textures and contemporary botanical-inspired artwork.

Natural stone splashback 
brings an earthy element

Dark timber overhead cabinets 
create a striking feature

Rattan stools with black accents are 
the perfect blend of coastal and chic

Streamlined white cabinetry 
elevates the space

Nature-inspired patterns 
featured in décor 
add personality

Outdoor furniture featuring 
wicker and white linen 
epitomises coastal design 

Solid timber pieces transport 
you to a holiday home

Black ceiling fans add a 
modern, contemporary touch

Natural stone textures 
surround by fresh greenery 
embraces island living

Coastal artwork brings the 
Bahamas theme to life

Dark timber features 
create a bold statement

S T Y L E  T I P S

An off-white base palette with dark 
timber accents defines this style

Touches of wicker and rattan 
furniture paired with modern 
pieces creates a unique look

Fresh greenery and foliage add 
life and colour to every space
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Maldives
From the turquoise waters to the white-sand beaches, the Maldives is as 

glamorous as tropical holidays can be. Inspired by this luxury oasis, our Maldives 
interior style brings peace and tranquility to every space. Timber, stone and 

white and the defining elements of this clean and coastal design. Timber creates 
the base palette and features resort style furniture with rattan accents. Stone 

emphasises nature and brings an air of opulence to walls and floors. And finally, 
white offers a refreshing and relaxing feel through soft sheers, shutters and linen. 

A base palette of white and timber 
creates beautiful simplicity

White natural sheers bing a 
softness to the space

Rattan textures create visual interest 
and define Maldives style

A marble stone table with rich timber 
legs blends natural element

Light timber and grey wicker furniture 
offers a modern take on coastal design

Blue accents in cushions feel inspired by the sea

Tropical plants and white ceramics 
create a bright and airy feel

S T Y L E  T I P S

Create clean and simple 
lines and clutter-free spaces

Fresh white bed linen and 
layers feel fresh and luxurious

Stone or porcelain 
tiles invite a natural 
element to the space
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Malibu
Taking design notes from Southern California’s most picturesque 

coastline, our Malibu style delivers a vintage beach house at 
its best. It’s where old meets new and the nostalgia of sand, sun 
and sea is brought to life through colours, textures and décor. 
History draws these pieces together from rustic wall panelling, 
to vintage pieces and colourful patterns. It’s a fun, new take on 
coastal design that feels as refreshing as the sea-breeze itself.

A white stone benchtop 
and splashback brightens 
up this bathroom

Soft and streamlined 
timber cabinetry helps 
to ground the space

Vintage style mirrors add 
a quirky and fun element

Pops of colour through 
soft furnishings

Colourful and coastal photography 
feels right at home in this style

Bright and bold turquoise dado 
wall panelling adds texture

A light blue velvet ottomon 
introduces vintage style 

Colourful patterned cushions featuring 
soft pinks and bright blues add personality

A white loose linen couch creates 
a relaxed resort vibe

S T Y L E  T I P S

Eclectic pops of colour and 
pattern bring this style to life

Add artwork and décor 
with a vintage feel

Mix light and deep 
timber elements in 
floors and cabinetry

Resort styled wicker bedhead

Coral and mint accents

Retro statement pendent lights 
with a touch of gold

Modern matte black tapware  
creates a strong contrast 

A pop of blue and greenery 
feels fresh and inviting
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Capri
Epitmosing the magic and mystic of century-old villas on the 
island of Capri, this eclectic look offers a fascinating mix of 

history and culture. Underpinned by a base palette of sandstone 
and limestone, our Capri style features rustic furniture and 

fresh hints of blue, lemon and pink woven through décor.

Feature rattan pieces 
with open weave 
pattern details 

Relaxed blues and 
a hint of lemon add 
a calming feel 

Soft sheers help 
diffuse natural light

Indoor flowering 
plants with striking 
blossoms give a 
serious pop of colour

Blend modern and 
rustic furniture 

Colourful artwork keeps 
this style fun and fresh

White rattan half 
moon bed head gives 
a holiday vibe

Funky doona cover 
with muted colours 
and coral cushions

Matching bedside 
tables with organic 
styled white lamps 

S T Y L E  T I P S

Keep it fun with pops 
of bright colours 
through decor

Play with different 
textures to create 
depth with this mostly 
white colour palette

Mix modern and rustic 
furniture pieces to 
let this style shine

Feature wall paneling adds texture 
to mostly white colour palette
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Whitsundays
Create a tropical island paradise of your 

very own with our classically coastal, 
Whitsundays style. Nature is at the heart 
of this design with a fresh palette of white 
and green, medium tone timbers, rattan 
features and organic patterns. Touches 

of crystal clear blue and beautiful 
plants inspire easy, breezy living. 

Portsea  
Beach House

Where our Designer and Resort themes 
collide, you’ll find the clean and coastal, 

modern and minimal Portsea Beach 
House style. It features a neutral palette 

with white minimalist furniture, clean 
lines and chrome details. Designer 
inspired pieces bring an element of 

artistry to this stunning space.

Palm Cove
Inhale, exhale and enter a world of bliss 
with our relaxed Palm Cove style. It’s a 
classic beach house design made for 

everyday living and summer entertaining. 
With a laid-back contemporary feel, you’ll 

find whitewashed and light oak timbers 
paired with wicker features and accents 

of aqua, soft green and turquoise.

Legian Bali
In Balinese, “Legian” translates to anything 

sweet, pleasant and delightful to your senses. 
And our Legian Bali style delivers just that. 
Inspired by the pure beauty and culture of 

this tropical island, it’s defined by two natural 
elements, carved timber and carved stone. A 
palette of white, mocha and chocolate feels 

heavenly with teak furniture and lush greenery.
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Colour Your Dreams

T H E M E

A style that’s all about the here and now. Our contemporary 
look offers clean lines and simple colour palettes that allow 
your home’s structural design to take centre stage. Chrome 

details mix perfectly with fabric and dark timbers to create a 
cool sensory experience that doesn’t show a hint of sterile.

S T Y L E S

Bridgehampton

Bondi

Cottesloe

San Francisco

Cable Beach

Boston

Cape Cod

Scandinavia

Hollywood Hills

Contemporary
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Journey through the world 
of contemporary design. 

One that’s forever evolving, never 
overwhelming and only exists for today. 

Our Contemporary interior theme is underpinned by 
simplicity and subtle sophistication. It’s where less is more 
and space is just as important as the pieces you fill it with.

While it’s inspired by classic, art deco and modern design, 
contemporary style is in a class of its own. Architectural 
features become the focus in clean and uncluttered rooms 
with contemporary dècor and furniture creating harmony 
between every element. Minimalists everywhere will fall 
in love with the neutral tones, clean lines and deliberate 
use of texture that creates a sense of calm and serenity.       

But what you’ll discover in the Porter Davis Contemporary 
interior theme is so much more than modern minimalism. 
While some believe it to be cold and sterile, our 
contemporary theme is anything but. With soft edges, 
of-the-moment lighting, sculptural touches and 
concise colour palettes, it brings a certain warmth 
and cosiness to any home. Our designs are also built 
for functionality, offering beautiful homes that look 
lived in and loved. Discover our Contemporary theme 
where you’ll find nine styles that strike the balance 
between bold design and easy sophistication. 

Our Boston style delivers a historical influence with a 
modern blend of unique materials, tones and textures. 
Injections of black accents, touches of bronze and 
refined woodgrains inspire this contemporary style 
and you’ll find warm, grey elements used with gusto 
throughout the spaces. Textured carpet sits quietly 
next to elegant mahogany timber while hints of 
soft, billowy linens lift the home. Energetic granite 
balances beautifully with the matte texture of 
accent tiles, creating a distinctive look for today.

Our San Francisco style is a bold take on contemporary 
with an industrial feel, dark hues and exposed brick walls. 
Embrace the natural beauty of the sea with our Bondi 
style offering beachy vibes with a modern edge. Mixing 
classic and coastal design through a contemporary lens, 
our Bridgehampton style injects a cutting-edge colour 
palette for a refreshing look. A much loved summer 
escape is brought to life through our Cape Cod style 
that feels fresh and nautical in the best kind of way 
while bright pops of colour and oversized artwork find 
their home in our Hollywood Hills style. Inspired by the 
party island, our Ibiza style was made for entertaining 
with large open spaces, white linen furniture and a hint 
of the tropics. Or why not transport yourself to Western 
Australia with our Cottesloe style showcasing limestone 
features for a local touch? And finally, inspired by 
the most popular contemporary design to take over 
the world, our Scandinavia style creates a relaxing 
ambience that’s both functional and beautifully simple. 

Explore our clean and considered 
Contemporary interior styles. 

“Less is more. Texture is 
essential, as well as scale.”

Trip Haenisch
Interior Designer

Explore Contemporary 

Scen here to visit  
porterdavis.com.au  

for more Contemporary  
theme inspiration.
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San Francisco
Urban edge with a bohemian soul. San Francisco is a city that’s steeped 

in history yet always looking ahead. With industrial undertones and a 
contemporary feel, our San Francisco style celebrates exactly that. 
From exposed brick walls, exposed beams and industrial lighting to 
leather furniture, relaxed fabrics and traditional architecture, it’s a 

style that’s ever evolving with elements paying homage to its historic 
Spanish roots. Abstract artwork and décor fills the space while 
colourful accents add vibrancy to this dark and modern design. 

S T Y L E  T I P S

Create masculine undertones 
with large scale furniture 
and leather accents

Soft breezy sheers balance 
the aesthetic 

Blend classic and contemporary 
furniture and fittings

Decorative wall mouldings add 
the perfect finishing touch

Dark grey tone adds to the 
contemporary feel 

A leather armchair offers 
a distinctive texture 

The traditional bedhead and table 
lamps are inspired by classic design

Large oversized abstract artwork 
injects colour into the space

Dark walnut timber furniture exudes luxury

Box wall panelling is the perfect 
blend of classic and modern style

Art gallery inspired artwork 
decorates the walls

Floor length sheers soften the space

A modern chair in a plush texture and 
dark colour adds to the moody feel

Ornate brass features add 
a traditional element

A mid tone walnut timber 
desk creates warmth
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Bondi
Reflecting the spirit and natural beauty of the always iconic, Bondi Beach, 

our coastal and contemporary Bondi style embraces the elements of 
sun, sand and sea. With a contemporary influence, this design features 

modern touches and a masculine feel for a coastal look with a twist. 
A soft grey palette is balanced with light timber, fresh white walls and 

splashes of black and blue adding bold colour to the space. 

S T Y L E  T I P S

Crisp white walls feel fresh and inviting

Modern matte black and marble 
accents elevate the look

Splashes of ocean-inspired 
colours bring this style to life

Keep furniture choices modern and streamlined, 
like this soft grey and timber armchair

A textured blue rug against light timber 
flooring feels reminiscent of the sea

Matte black and marble feel effortlessly 
luxe and offer a slight masculine look

Pops of blue in throws and décor add 
to the ocean-inspired palette

Soft sheers diffuse light evenly

A feature mirror frame creates 
clean and simple lines

Lighter timber toned cabinetry 
pairs beautifully with simple white 
basins and benchtops

Matte black tapware and shower 
frame keeps the look modern

Floor to ceiling marble tiles add 
a contemporary feel

Clean, white benchtops keep it feeling fresh

A touch of greenery adds life to the space 

Minimalist style cabinets without 
handles create a modern look
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Fill the space with as 
much greenery as you 
can to bring it to life.

Matte black furniture adds 
a modern luxury look

Tan leather sofas create 
texture and a relaxed feel, 
contrasting beautifully with 
bold black elements. 

Nature-inspired artwork in ocean 
tones and hung in a gallery style 
create a striking feature

A soft colour palette of grey, 
stone and shades of blue combine 
for the perfect Bondi style

A low-line deep couch 
adds a relaxed vibe

A soft grey textured rug helps to 
differentiate separate living areas
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Bridgehampton
Along the South Fork of Suffolk County, New York, lies the small town of 

Bridgehampton. Nestled in the heart of the Hamptons, it’s developed its own 
unique take on the popular coastal style. Blending classic, structural detailing 

with contemporary design, our Bridgehampton style features a base colour 
palette of white and grey with accents of aegean blue, ink and deep indigo for 

a contemporary touch. Natural stone tiles and black fixtures blend with chevron 
timber flooring and soft linen fabrics to create a light yet bold overall feel.

Modern, Hamptons-inspired 
furniture fills the space

A marble stone coffee table 
with bold black accents offers a 
modern twist on classic design

A light textured rug feels 
coastal and relaxed 

S T Y L E  T I P S :

Create architectural interest with 
decorative cornices and feature doors

Use contemporary light fittings 
for a minimalist feel

A fresh mix of white and blue 
coastal cushions, throws and 
décor bring the look to life

A generous island bench is 
defined by aegean blue cladding 
and matte black furniture

The warmth of the chevron 
timber flooring brings coastal 
charm to the space

Sleek, streamlined white cabinetry 
feels effortlessly modern

Contemporary pendant lighting 
highlights the stunning void

Fresh touches of greenery add 
beautiful colour and texture 

Colour Your Dreams Styles
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Matte black tapware 
and framed mirrors 

create a bold contrast 

Aegean blue dado 
panelling takes the vanity 

to a new level of style 

A fresh white subway 
tiled splashback brings 

a classic element 

Colour Your Dreams Styles

C O N T E M P O R A R Y
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Cape Cod
Think rugged coastlines, windswept beaches and majestic 

dunes. Cape Cod is anything but boring. Inspired by its quaint 
harbours and charming lighthouses, our Cape Cod style 

channels the theme of a coastal getaway in a luxurious setting. 
Featuring a contemporary palette of grey and stone together 
with timber details and nautical themed décor and artwork, 

it’s a style that feels as refreshing as the sea breeze itself.

S T Y L E  T I P S

Add pops of ocean-inspired colours 
such as navy, charcoal and soft blues

Natural timber furniture helps to 
bring rich texture to the space

Nautical inspired feature lighting 
and décor defines this unique style

A white and soft grey colour 
palette grounds this space

A generous island bench in a light 
stone feels fresh and coastal

Wood wall panelling adds 
a classic element

A modern glass splashback allows 
outdoor greenery to add life and colour

Ornate brass tapware makes 
for a sophisticated touch

Statement maritime style pendant 
lights embrace the nautical theme

Large grey stone-look tiles add 
texture and make an impression

A loose linen sofa feels 
beachy and relaxed

Accents of navy, charcoal  
and soft blues create 
a sense of calm

Black and white seaside-
inspired photography 
ties this look together 

Rope elements in feature  
lighting embrace the 
seaside lifestyle 

Accents of light timber in 
furniture and decor bring 
warmth and natural texture
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Hollywood Hills
Is there anything more magical than the glitz and glamour of the Hollywood 

Hills? Sparkling sunsets, spectacular views and deep canyons. It’s where 
luxury living is brought to life in the most tranquil setting. Inspired by this 
famous town, our Hollywood Hills style features a base palette of white 

walls, polished concrete tiles and terrazzo. Homes are surrounded by wide 
expanses of glass allowing beautiful streams of light to lift the interior. 
You’ll also find ultra contemporary furniture mixed with extravagant 
oversized artwork and one-of-a-kind pieces for a truly special style. 

S T Y L E  T I P S

Play around with eye-
catching colours 

Keep architectural elements 
clean and streamlined

Decorate with brass details 
and furniture for a touch 
of old Hollywood style

A cheerful colour palette 
of bright blue and pink 

feels glamorous

A contemporary bedhead 
paired with pink patterned 

cushions adds beautiful 
texture and colour

An ornate brass pendant 
light adds a retro touch

Clean lines offer a 
contemporary feel

Fresh white walls offer the perfect blank 
canvas for stunning furniture

Large soft grey concrete tiles add a modern element

An ultra contemporary white armchair 
feels right at home in this space

Large glass windows offer an abundance of natural light 

Terrazzo features on the stunning side 
table for a touch of Hollywood glam

A light timber dining 
table pays homage to 

the nature surrounding 
the Hollywood Hills

Bold blue dining chairs 
add a quirky touch yet 

feel modern and chic

Eclectic décor inspired by 
nature creates a unique look
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Extravagantly 
oversized pieces 
of artwork inject 
colour and 
build interest

Velvet cushions 
bring luxurious 
texture to 
the space

Contemporary 
grey and white 
furniture creates 
a minimal feel

Large open 
space allows 
architectural 
elements to shine

Mid tone timber 
chevron flooring 
adds depth 
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Cable Beach
Iconically Australian, our Cable Beach 

style draws inspiration from the white sand, 
turquoise water and spectacular Indian 
Ocean sunsets of the western coastline. 
This look is all about natural elements, 

rough textures and bold accent colours 
set against a neutral palette. A homage to 
the sweeping sand dunes that juxtapose 
the red cliffs of the Kimberley mountains.

Scandinavia
As one of the world’s most popular designs, 

our Scandinavia style blends natural textures 
and light timbers with edgy contemporary 

furniture. Spacious and open, fresh and crisp, 
it not only creates a beautiful home but also a 
functional and relaxing space that captures 

the essence of Europe's majestic north. 

Cottesloe
Earthy and calming, our Cottesloe style 
reflects the natural beauty of Western 
Australia. Clean lines of contemporary 

inspired furniture in light colours mix 
beautifully with a subtle earth base palette. 

Local WA limestone features throughout, 
blended with light timber floors and white 

walls to frame the iconic Cottesloe Beach feel. 

Boston
A city with rich history and bursting with culture, Boston truly is 
the place to be. Inspired by its rebellious spirit, our Boston style 
features aged leather furniture, chrome details and weathered 

natural timbers. An aeronautical influence can be seen in 
black and white photographic prints while medium toned 

textures create a strong masculine look and an industrial feel.
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Design
Built In

M O R E

Our senior designers, Randall Pye and Keith Fuller have been 
with Porter Davis for 20 and 18 years respectfully.

Design really is in their DNA, and over the years 
they have seen numerous changes to the way 

Australian family’s live. They were early adopters 
of the now standard national pastime of 

entertaining outdoors under alfresco’s and they 
are extremely proud to have been instrumental 

in delivering some of the most admired and 
award winning Hamptons inspired homes.

Their design inspiration comes from many sources 
but they have always acknowledged that it is the 

feedback from our customers they find is the most 
inspirational. Their priority has always been to deliver 
Porter Davis homes with an emphasis on a seamless 

flow, combined with form and function to ensure 
exceptional open plan living options are available to 
suit the varying lifestyles of today’s modern families.   

Embracing change and having a keen eye for 
innovation, ensures that Randall and Keith stay ahead 
of the game and that Porter Davis customers reap the 

rewards of their commitment to design excellence.  

“Design inspiration comes  
from many sources, but none  

as important as our customers”

Randal Pye & Keith Fuller
Senior Designers   
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We know design,  
you know you

With more design built in you will never be short of ideas 
or choice at our amazing World of Style Showroom.

Our qualified interior designers and experienced 
staff, who have put a lot of thought into what’s the 
latest in designs, colours and shapes and can help 

you every step of the way to ensure you achieve the 
outcome that best reflects your personal style.

Your Personal Consultation
Our ‘World of Style’ Showroom is designed to 

engage your senses to excite you with possibilities, 
and to explore your sense of style. We also provide 

you with real time quotes and plenty of samples.

Our mantra is Touch It. Feel It. See It. Live it.

We have created a series of kitchen, living, bathroom 
and outdoor spaces to immerse you in the process 

and to enable you to see the possibilities.

Visit a showroom
Scan the QR codes to view a digital 

walkthrough of each showroom.

Queensland
358 Wickham Street,  

Fortitude Valley.

Victoria
410 City Road,  
South Melbourne.
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porterdavis.com.au
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